President’s Circle
The EAA Aviation Foundation’s President’s Circle recognizes those who give annual leadership gifts of $10,000 or more to support EAA’s mission of growing participation in aviation. Levels are based on annual gifts.

**PLATINUM $100,000 and above**
- Joseph Brown
- James Hagedorn
- Robert Hagedorn
- Keith Kocourek
- Phil and Stephanie Martineau
- Hank Menke

**GOLD $50,000 to $99,999**
- Tom and Hetty Ball
- Stephen Elop
- Ron and Diane Fagen
- Scott Johnson
- Jim and Miriam Mulva
- Dan and Keena Schwinn
- Larry and Kelly Stoddard
- Steuart Walton
- Gregg Williams

**SILVER $25,000 to $49,999**
- Stuart Auerbach and Marilyn O’Reagan
- Phillip Bozek
- Jeffrey Bruno
- Daniel Cheung
- Bob and Susan Donahue
- Robert Edwards
- Arnie Evdokimo
- Stephen Good
- James Hefelfinger
- Clay Lacy
- Michael and Mylissa Moix
- Michael Murdock
- Jack and Rose Pelton
- Al and Sue Rivera
- James Schenck
- Lewis Shaw
- John Sielski
- Chuck Smith
- Dick and Diane VanGrunsven
- Shashi Vohra
- Max Weldon
- Bob and Susan Wilson
- Todd Winter

**BRONZE $10,000 to $24,999**
- Bradley Amoils
- Raymond Bailey
- Gary & Mary Baker
- Diann Baumann
- Richard Beattie
- Eileen Bjorkman
- Beau and Debra Bradley
- Bill Brown
- Joe Budd
- Ernie Butcher
- Jeff Cain
- David and Yvonne Carroll
- James Cavanaugh
- William Cherry
- Frank Christensen
- Mark Clark
- Dwayne Clemens
- Jerry Clemens
- James and Ann Cooling
- Terry Cunningham
- William Cutter
- Guillaume De Ramel
- Norman DeWitt
- Bruce and Anne Douglas
- James Dricken
- Paul Ehlen
- Joe and Jeanie Engle
- Bill Fajen
- James Fanning
- Nancy and Bob Fitzpatrick
- Joe Fleischhacker
- Matthew Foster
- Thomas Frasca
- Jeffry Fuqua
- Alan Gaudenti
- Rob and Diane Gingell
- Michael Hare
- Buck Hill
- Endre Holen
- Nathan and Christa Houser
- Anthony Hurst
- David and Onie Irvine
- Jim and Nanci Irwin
- Jefferson Kirby
- David Kleine
- Bill and Beth Knighton
- Monte Koch
- Mark and MariAnne Kolesar
- James Lee
- Rodney Lewis
- Colin Lind
- Jeff Ludwig
- Dan and Cate Majka
- Andrew McKenna
- Ken and Sonia McKenzie
- Thomas McKnight
- Brad Mottier
- Lawrence Noe
- Ed and Patrice Noel
- Celia Oakley
- David and Clair Pasahow
- James Phillips
- Darren and Lisa Pleasance
- Charles and Lynne Precourt
- Clay and Carol Presley
- John Raniolo
- William Richards
- Juan Rodriguez
- Myrt Rose
- Steven Rosenfeld
- Jack Roush
- Bob Ruckman
- Tom and Allison Schneider
- Louis and Christine Seno
- C.R. Sincock
- Craig and Sue Sincock
- Donald Smith
- Phil Soucy
- Dave and Jan Stadt
- Julian Steffenhagen
- Ian Struble
- Rich and Susan Sugden
- Ron Tarrson and Camille Canzone
- Fred Telling
- James Thompson
- James Tobul
- David and Carrie Trapp
- Thomas Turner
- Matthew Van Wolput
- Jon Vesely
- John and Suzy Vette
- Kermit Weeks
- Alan White
- Michael Wolf
- Paul Wood
- Jim and Susan Wreyford
- Jon Yarbrough
- James and Alison Zimmerman